Author: Reiley Kolstee
Title: The Fairy Garden
School: Fletcher – 4th Grade
Setting: Fairy Land, Fairy Garden, back yard, My house
Characters: Snowfall, Raindown, King Calosow, village fairies, My family, and Reiley – me
Problem: A portal closes between Fairy land and the Fairy Garden so Raindown and Snowfall did not know how to get home and I found out about them and don’t know if I will tell about them.

Scene 1
SNOWFALL: (asleep) hhh! I hear bells and they are snow
RAINDOWN: (runs in Snowfalls room to wake her) Wake up! Wake up! Wake up!
SNOWFALL: (stretched) I’m awake Raindown!
RAINDOWN: (laying on Snowfall) Oh! Look what I found outside!
SNOWFALL: (silly laying down) What is it?
RAINDOWN: (at the door) Come on out of bed lazy poo! Now Snowfall now!
SNOWFALL: (getting out of bed) I’m coming! Yawn!
RAINDOWN: (looking out the window) Cool cool cool! It’s purple!
SNOWFALL: (coming out to see) What’s purple?
RAINDOWN: (going outside) The portal!
SNOWFALL: (going outside) hhhhh! I see snow out there!
RAINDOWN: (standing next to Snowfall) Where? I want to see!
SNOWFALL: (looking at the portal) Come here Raindown! See its coming from the portal!
RAINDOWN: (going up to the portal) It goes to the human world! Lets go!
SNOWFALL: (Standing next to Raindown) We can live in that fairy garden and it will snow and rain hard there Raindown!
RAINDOWN: OOOO! I like I like!
SNOWFALL: (going inside the portal with raindown) WOW! This could never be better than it is Raindown!
RAINDOWN: (out of the portal) Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!

SNOWFALL: (going to the fairy garden) We aren’t in the portal anymore. Come on!

RAINDOWN: (in the fairy garden with snowfall) Hey! Look at the broom and the frog in the pond!

SNOWFALL: (looking inside the big house) There is a girl and she is inside of that big house! We have to go!

RAINDOWN: (in the backyard) Let’s play in the snow Snowfall!

SNOWFALL: (following Raindow) Good idea Raindown!

SNOWFALL: (in the fairy Garden with Raindow grabbing a broom) I will clean up Raindown!

RAINDOWN: (going into the portal) I will go get King Calasow!

SNOWFALL: (going to the big house) I will go get that girl to help us clean up! Yes!

RAINDOWN: (at the castle) King Calasow I am Raindown. I am 3 years old and my sister is 9!

KING CALASOW: (going up to Raindown) Well hello Raindown! What can I do for you?

RAINDOWN: (standing proud) We found a portal! Come and see it!

KING CALASOW: (going to the portal with Raindown) We should go inside it Raindown come on!

RAINDOWN: (looking up) Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!

REILEY: (looking down) It’s ok, my name is Reiley.

SNOWFALL: (hugging Raindown) You got King Calasow! Oh ya! This is Reiley she helped me clean the fairy garden!

ALL: (standing on the deck) Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!

ALL: (standing) The portal closed!

SNOWFALL: (sitting down) How will we ever get home?

RAINDOWN: (sitting next to Snowfall) I still have you and that’s what matters.

SNOWFALL: (getting up) huuu. That’s right Raindown. I love you!

RAINDOWN: (hugging Snowfall) I love you too!

SNOWFALL: (standing up) Reiley do you have some thing you can make a portal with?

REILEY: (going inside her house) Yes I have some bottles and things to make cemicals!
KING CALASOW: (standing up) I will lead the group. But please be done by 3:00 I have a lunch.

SNOWFALL: (getting supplies) Really! We have to build! Now lead us.

KING CALASOW: (going with Snowfall) That is my speciality I am 100 and that’s young for a fairy!

REILEY: (working) So how does this look? Only one more step! And done!!!

SNOWFALL: (running outside) Ok! I think you poor this in right here!

REILEY: (sitting on her knees) poof! It worked!!! Now you can go home!

SNOWFALL: (going to fairy land) But first come and see Fairy Land!

REILEY: (going down to Fairy Land) WOW! This is like a dream!

TOWN FAIRY’S: (standing) Woohoo! There back and with a giant! Haaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!

SNOWFALL: (standing) She is are friend she is nice! Right King Calasow?

KING CALASOW: (eating chocolate) uummm. Yes! More chocolate please!

FAMILY: (shouting from the house) Reiley time for dinner!

REILEY: (in Fairy Land) Thank you so much Snowfall, Raindown, and you to King Calasow!

RAINDOWN: (hugging Reiley) Come and play again ok!

REILEY: (hugging Raindown) OK! I will!

SNOWFALL: (hugging Reiley) Please come again! Goodbye!

REILEY: (leaving) Goodbye guys! See you in a wile!

RAINDOWN: (running to her) Wait I have some thing for you I made it myself.

REILEY: (hugging Raindown) I love the toy Raindown! Now my last...Goodbye!

EVERYBODY: (waving) Goodbye!

REILEY: (at home) Hi mom hi Dad hi Chase!

MOM AND DAD: (eating) How was your day?

REILEY: (eating) Let’s just say it was magical!

The end!